INDOOR AQUATICS
Catalogue 2016

»My Home –
my Aquarium.«

Thomas Ferchland
Managing Director Consumer Business

Dear OASE customers,
dear aquarium enthusiasts,
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To be successful with innovation and know-how in
existing markets, and at the same time develop new
business segments – this is a logical step for OASE,
since our decades of successful engineering and marketing provide the perfect basis for the new business
segment Indoor Aquatics: Starting in May 2016, OASE
is offering an extensive assortment of aquariums,
technology and accessories “engineered in Germany”.

and the versatile products, experienced aquarists, as
well as novice aquarists, create fascinating aquarium
worlds and they do it with no compromises: First-class
products with outstanding quality, and a solution that
fits each customer individually, this is our recipe for
success. Experience genuine harmony with nature:
Indoor Aquatics, understood as more than a hobby,
but rather as a lifestyle.

Pure design, pure convenience and pure lifestyle –
as a brand manufacturer with experience, competence and the highest quality standards, OASE also
sets standards of innovation and performance in the
aquarium segment. OASE Indoor Aquatics offers competence and experience from the big world of ponds,
for the home aquarium as well. With the innovations

OASE Living Water.

Sincerely, Thomas Ferchland

Quality
resulting from experience
Founded in 1949 in Germany, today OASE is one
of the world’s leading brands in the water garden
area. Our innovative, quality products satisfy the
requirements of professional landscapers, as well
as the requirements of ambitious garden and
pond enthusiasts of the highest level.
OASE Indoor Aquatics now offers competence and
experience from the big world of ponds for the
home aquarium as well. With the innovations
and the versatile products, experienced aquarists,
as well as novice aquarists, create fascinating
aquarium worlds. Experience genuine harmony
with nature: OASE Living Water.
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Indoor Aquatics
We offer a new and fascinating
way to experience aquariums
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With its competence and decades of experience
acquired in the large world of water gardens, OASE
now offers a unique extensive product range for
the aquarium world at home; a product range that
precisely satisfies all demands of ambitious aquarium
enthusiasts, as well as the requirements of novices
and design enthusiasts.
However, the OASE Indoor aquatic product range
is not only suitable for the most rigorous aesthetic
requirements and furnishing styles, above all it also

impresses through top quality, absolute reliability
and through innovative products with minimal
maintenance effort. Long cleaning cycles, filters
that are easy to clean, or practical helpers make
aquariums a completely new experience.
Above everything else, one aspect is the centre of
focus: the wonderful water world of aquariums that
generates enthusiasm through a fascinating world
of animals and plants – without visible technology
that impairs the overall aesthetic experience.
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Aquariums

OASE HighLine aquariums:
Pure design with no compromises
New directions in Indoor aquatics – this means modern contemporary aquarium design without visible
technology, absolutely minimal cleaning effort and practical features that make living with an aquarium entirely
uncomplicated.
The Indoor aquarium range from OASE means unrestricted satisfaction with the underwater world, right from
the start: The aquariums don’t just fit perfectly in every modern living landscape without having obtrusive
cables and hoses, but in addition, combined with the new OASE filter technology, they require only minimal
maintenance. The filter technology is located in the cabinet where it is effectively concealed and easily
accessible: Thanks to the clever, configurable storage possibilities in the cabinet, disturbing accessories simply
disappear in the cabinet.
Modern LED lighting ensures the right atmosphere in the aquarium, as well as beautifully lighting the animals
and ensuring healthy plant growth. Moreover, the energy-saving LED technology works with particularly good
energy efficiency.
OASE HighLine aquariums: Quality and individual design – a new standard in the Aquaristic segment.
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Aquariums

Aquariums
HighLine
starting on page 10
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Pure design + maximum convenience
= lifestyle for your home!
HighLine – aquariums

Sleek

Feeding flap facilitates
distribution of fish food –
ideal in conjunction with the
FishGuard automatic feeder

Aluminium cover that can be
completely opened with LED lighting
and aluminium effect strip to cover the
gravel and water edge

Effectively concealed
A dry shaft, as well
as floor penetrations,
enable hidden
connection of the filter.
Installation accessories,
hoses and cables are
effectively concealed

HighLine

Aquariums

Feeding made easy

Convenient
installation
Tubing for the filter
infeed is included in
the scope of delivery

Selection
Three different
aquarium sizes
(200 / 300 / 400)

Stable
Adjustable feet for
optimal stability

Modern
Linear furniture
design – available
in three different
decors
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High-quality
Base cabinet with
handleless doors and an
aluminium strip

Practical
Can be equipped with one
or two concealed drawers
for convenient storage space

Product details
A modern and up-to-date LED illumination is integrated in the aquarium.
Its ideally aligned daylight spectrum
illuminates the fish and supports plant
growth. Extremly practical: The illumination does not have to be uninstalled
during maintenance.

Extras
Three key product
advantages

Aquariums

LED illumination:

• Outstanding quality and
fascinating design

The base cabinet is equipped with a
pull-out shelf for the external filter.
Ideal in conjunction with the BioMaster external filter; you can easily reach
the Easy Clean pre-filter module for
cleaning.

HighLine

• Individually configurable base
cabinet with practical drawers

Pull-out shelf:

• Hidden technology thanks to dry
shaft and filter intake tubing

HighLine

Technical data

Modell
Volume (l)
Dimensions – basin (L x W x H)
Glass thickness
Dimensions (L x W x H)

200

300

400

202

302

413

90 x 50 x 49 cm

115 x 50 x 56 cm

140 x 50 x 63 cm

8 mm

10 mm

12 mm

90 x 50 x 125 cm

115 x 50 x 132 cm

140 x 50 x 139 cm

Guarantee*G

2 years

Illumination

LED daylight

PU

1

Item no. (GB-Version) – decor white

45437

45438

45439

Item no. (GB-Version) – decor anthracite

45440

45441

45442

Item no. (GB-Version) – decor natural oak

45443

45444

45445

Item no. – decor white

45428

45429

45430

Item no. – decor anthracite

45431

45432

45433

Item no. – decor natural oak

45434

45435

45436

* on page 56
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HighLine Decors
and Equipment

HighLine

Aquariums

The base units of the OASE HighLine aquariums is available in 3 modern decors.
So they fit perfectly into every interior design.

Glossy white

Glossy anthracite

Natural oak

Extras
For a better overview: A shelf and a hook for convenience and tidiness are in the scope of delivery of the Highline
Aquariums – for a perfectly organised cabinet.
For more storage, up to two optional drawers are available. Please note: The first drawer is being mounted onto the
existing shelf. For a second drawer, another shelf is required.
��������������������������������������������������������������������������������������

Accessories
45045 HighLine drawer element
45046 HighLine 200 shelf
46198 HighLine 300 shelf
46199 HighLine 400 shelf
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Aquariums

The aquarium –
the essentials
Size
The following always applies: The larger the better; larger aquariums ensure better living conditions for animals
and plants, and the biology in the aquarium is easier to keep in balance.

Fish & Co.
A general guideline is provided here: Two litres of water should be planned for 1 centimetre of fish. Always
consult with your authorised dealer when selecting aquarium size, live stock, and plants – a functioning habitat
with healthy animals that will bring you lasting satisfaction can only come about when all factors are optimally
matched.

Location
Important considerations when selecting the location: Bear in mind that a filled, planted aquarium brings
along a weight that must not be underestimated. Consequently, the load bearing capacity is the essential
factor. The weight of the water in the aquarium is calculated as follows: height x width x depth in cm/1000.
In addition there is the weight of the glass aquarium, the furnishings and the technology.
Furthermore, for the location of the aquarium, it is important to avoid direct sunlight – direct sunlight promotes algae growth in the aquarium. The less vibration and commotion due to doors and traffic paths to which
the inhabitants of the aquarium are exposed to, the better – thus, a corner of the room where you can
effectively observe the underwater world is best. Likewise, proximity to heat sources should be avoided; this
prevents the aquarium from being exposed to temperature fluctuations.
Also ensure that a sufficient number of power sources are available in the room and that the aquarium is
horizontal. Sufficient space for cleaning and changing the water, for example, should also be available.
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Aquarium filters

Clean water and maximum convenience
In terms of clean water, filters are the most important helpers in your aquarium. They not only ensure sustainably
clear water and thus a good view, they also ensure optimal living conditions for the inhabitants of the aquarium.
Often a necessary aspect that is unpleasant for many aquarium owners is the filter cleaning; in addition to
changing the water, this is one of the most important and most frequent obligations. This is where OASE offers
clever solutions: The BioMaster can not only be conveniently concealed in the aquarium base cabinet, they are
easy to clean, and they can be cleaned with particular convenience. The prefilter can be completely removed, it is
easy to rinse out and re-insert – neat and clean. The heating module is already integrated, however it can also be
retrofitted.
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Aquarium filters

Internal filters
BioCompact
starting on page 17

BioPlus
starting on page 18

External filters
FiltoSmart
starting on page 21

BioMaster
starting on page 24
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Aquarium filters
Internal filters

Our internal filter product line – overview:
BioCompact

BioPlus/BioPlus Thermo

For small aquariums and paludariums:

For applications where rigorous requirements are
imposed on filter capacity and convenience:

• Ideal for nano aquariums from 25 to 50 l with minimal
animal stock and paludariums
• Effective filtration in the smallest space

• Internal corner filters with integrated diffuser nozzles
• For medium-sized aquariums with higher filter capacity
requirements from 50 to 200 litres.

• Can also be installed horizontally
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100 L

BioPlus 200 |
BioPlus Thermo 200

50 L

BioPlus 100 |
BioPlus Thermo 100

25 L

BioCompact 50 |
BioPlus 50 |
BioPlus Thermo 50

BioCompact 25

• Inconspicuous and easy to clean – Available with or without
adjustable heater

200 L

Effective in the smallest space

BioCompact 25 and 50 – aquarium internal filters
Economical

Extras

The water flow rate can be
adjusted individually on
the water diffuser

Three key product
advantages
• Individually adjustable water
flow rate

Optimal filtration

• Effective water filtration for
small aquariums and paludariums
in a compact size

The fine active charcoal foam
in the BioCompact 25 ensures
effective water filtration.
For the BioCompact 50 active
charcoal included in the
scope of delivery can also
be replaced with other filter
media, the chamber can be
filled as desired by the customer

Internal filters

Adjustable

Aquarium filters

Extremely quiet and
energy-efficient pump

• Complete set – immediately
ready for use

Efficient
Flexible

Large filter surface in the
smallest space for effective
water filtration

Since it can also be installed
horizontally, it is also suitable for
use in paludariums

BioCompact
Technical data

Model
Suitable for aquariums to max.
Dimensions (L x W x H)

25
25 l

50 l

43 x 47 x 120 mm

85 x 47 x 120 mm

Rated voltage

230 V, 50 Hz

Power consumption

5W

Power cable length
Net weight

1,5 m
0,19 kg

Guarantee*G

0,26 kg
3 years

Max. flow rate

120 – 240 l / h

Max. head height
Filter volume

50

0,4 m
0,07 l

0,18 l

Suitable for fresh water

Yes

Suitable for saltwater

Yes

PU

2

Item number (GB-Version)

42678

42679

Item number

42661

42662

* on page 56
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Effectively concealed
and easy to clean

BioPlus 50 to 200 – aquarium internal corner filters
Aquarium filters

On request

Internal filters

Including integrated HeatUp adjustable heater for BioPlus Thermo

EasyClean mechanism
Compact filter unit that is easily taken out for cleaning – the
pump unit remains in its place

Inconspicuous
No disturbing diffuser
tube, but rather an
integrated, adjustable
diffuser nozzle

Full power
The high volume of the
filter foams ensures effective mechanical and
biological filtration

Economical
Quiet operation & energy
saving pump without disturbing noises
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Practical
Suction holder for easy fastening in the corner of the
aquarium

Product details
Filter media:

Aquarium filters

Extras

Filter foams can be removed modularly – ideal for time-delayed cleaning that is gentle on the bacteria.

Three key product
advantages

Additional filter chamber, e.g. for
a fine filter (optional accessory).

Internal filters

• Complete set:
Available with or without integrated
HeatUp adjustable heater
– For the BioPlus can also be retrofitted
– For undisturbed views of the
underwater world
• Integrated diffuser nozzles
– Uniform surface movement
– Prevents formation of biofilm
– Oxygen enrichment

Flexible:

• Extremely easy cleaning:
only the filter unit is removed

Flexible change between diffuser
nozzles and water discharge for optimally matched surface motion.

BioPlus
BioPlus Thermo
Technical data

Model

50

100

200

Thermo 50

Suitable for aquariums to max.

50 l

100 l

200 l

50 l

Dimensions (L x W x H)

5W

6W

7W

–

Power cable length

Max. head height
Filter volume

5W

6W

7W

50 W

100 W

200 W

0,83 kg

0,9 kg

0,97 kg

1,5 m
0,65 kg

0,7 kg

0,75 kg

350 l / h

500 l / h

650 l / h

350 l / h

500 l / h

650 l / h

0,4 m

0,6 m

0,9 m

0,4 m

0,6 m

0,9 m

0,3 l

0,48 l

0,66 l

0,3 l

0,48 l

0,66 l

Guarantee*G (+request guarantee)
Max. flow rate

200 l

230 V, 50 Hz

Power consumption heater
Net weight

100 l

120 x 110 x 210 mm 120 x 110 x 270 mm 120 x 110 x 330 mm 120 x 110 x 210 mm 120 x 110 x 270 mm 120 x 110 x 330 mm

Rated voltage
Power consumption

Thermo 100 Thermo 200

3+1 years

Suitable for fresh water

Yes

Suitable for saltwater

Yes

PU

1

Item number (GB-Version)

42239

42240

42241

42242

42243

42244

Item number

42233

42234

42235

42236

42237

42238

* on page 56
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Aquarium filters
External filters

Our external filter product line – overview:
FiltoSmart/FiltoSmart Thermo BioMaster/BioMaster Thermo
Clever and compact:
• Entry-level filters for small and medium-sized aquariums
from 60 to 300 litres with medium fish stock
• High filter volume and more space in the tank thanks to
the full power of an external filter
• Available with or without adjustable heater*

For applications where the most rigorous requirements
are imposed on convenience:
• The convenience sensation among external filters for aquariums
between 250 and 600 litres with high fish stock
• No more bothersome overall cleaning thanks to the Easy-Clean
prefilter module
• Discrete, highly efficient filter technology outside of the aquarium
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350 L

BioMaster 600 |
BioMaster Thermo 600

300 L

BioMaster 350 |
BioMaster Thermo 350

250 L

FiltoSmart 300 |
FiltoSmart Thermo 300

200 L

BioMaster 250 |
BioMaster Thermo 250

100 L

FiltoSmart 200 |
FiltoSmart Thermo 200

60 L

FiltoSmart 100 |  
FiltoSmart Thermo 100

FiltoSmart 60

• Available with or without adjustable heater

600 L

*Only applies for FiltoSmart 100 – 300 FiltoSmart Thermo 100 – 300

Perfect for small aquariums
FiltoSmart 60 – external filters

Extras
Aquarium filters

Practical

An external filter also for smaller aquariums up to 60 litres

Three key product
advantages

Self-venting function for
uncomplicated operation

• Crystal-clear water thanks to multistage mechanical-biological filtration

Practical & space-saving

• Large filter surface in a compact size

Can be placed next to, or
behind the aquarium. Can
also be fastened on to the
side of the aquarium with the
available holder

• Low energy consumption and
quiet operation

External filters

New

��������������������
Accessories

Complete set for
a quick start

45051 Bracket FiltoSmart 60

Including filter media, hoses,
adapter, intake and outflow tube,
as well as a water diffuser

FiltoSmart

Technical data

Model

60

Suitable for aquariums to max.

60 l

Dimensions (L x W x H)
Rated voltage

150 x 120 x 286 mm
230 V, 50 Hz

Power consumption

5W

Power cable length

1,5 m

Net weight

0,9 kg

Guarantee*G

3 years

Max. flow rate

300 l / h

Max. head height

0,7 m

Connection for hose

1x1m

Connection for hoses ø

10 mm

Filter volume

0,45 l

Pre-filter volume

0,28 l

Suitable for fresh water

Yes

Suitable for saltwater

Yes

PU

2

Item number (GB-Version)

42680

Item number

42663

* on page 56
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Convenience and flexibility
for medium-sized aquariums
FiltoSmart 100 to 300 – external filters

Individual temperature
Aquarium filters

Shut-off automation

External filters

No undesired water does not
escape when cleaning the
filter

On request, includes HeatUp
adjustable heater with the
FiltoSmart Thermo – can also
be easily retrofitted with
a ThermoFit for the FilterSmart

Easy to open
Individually adjustable

EasyClick opening
mechanism

Water flow rate can be
adjusted on the inflow
and outflow adapter

Effective
Large filter surface in
a compact size

Optimal footprint
Secure and stable base

Powerful combination
Including connection set
Ready for installation, as well as
practical self-venting function
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Mechanical and biological
filtration for clear and healthy
aquarium water

Product details
Complete set for a quick start:

Aquarium filters

Extras

Including filter media, hoses, adapter, flow regulator intake and outflow tube, as well as water diffuser

Three key product
advantages

FiltoSmart 200 / 300:
More convenience thanks to carrying
handle

External filters

• Crystal-clear water thanks to
large surface area and multi-stage
mechanical-biological filtration
• Shut-off automation prevents
undesired water escaping when
cleaning the filter
• Includes HeatUp adjustable heater –
it can also be retrofitted!
�����������������������������

Accessories
45047 ThermoFit FiltoSmart 100
45048 ThermoFit FiltoSmart 200
45050 ThermoFit FiltoSmart 300

FiltoSmart
FiltoSmart Thermo
Technical data

Model
Suitable for aquariums to max.
Dimensions (L x W x H)

100

200

300

100 l

200 l

300 l

Power consumption – heater

100 l

17 W

23 W

–

–

–

Max. head height

2,1 kg

4 kg

4,6 kg

17 W

23 W

100

200

300

2,3 kg

4,3 kg

5 kg

3 years
600 l / h

800 l / h

1000 l / h

600 l / h

800 l / h

1000 l / h

1,1 m

1m

1,3 m

1,1 m

1m

1,3 m

Connection for hose
Connection for hoses ø

11 W

1,5 m

Guarantee*G
Max. flow rate

300 l

230 V, 50 Hz
11 W

Power cable length
Net weight

200 l

192 x 190 x 312 mm 294 x 248 x 372 mm 290 x 246 x 462 mm 192 x 190 x 312 mm 294 x 248 x 372 mm 290 x 246 x 462 mm

Rated voltage
Power consumption

Thermo 100 Thermo 200 Thermo 300

1 x 2,5 m
13 mm

Filter volume

1,25 l

Pre-filter volume

0,7 l

17 mm
4,2 l

13 mm
6,4 l

0,7 l

1,5 l

17 mm
4,2 l

1,25 l

Suitable for fresh water

Yes

Suitable for saltwater

Yes

PU

6,4 l
1,5 l

1

Item number (GB-Version)

42681

42682

42683

42684

42695

42697

Item number

42664

42665

42666

42667

42668

42669

* on page 56
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For the most rigorous requirements
– engineered in Germany.
Aquarium filters

BioMaster 250 to 600 – aquarium external filters
EasyClean pre-filter module

External filters

No more bothersome removal of the
filter – the pre-filter module is simply
taken out, rinsed out and reinserted

On request
Includes integrated HeatUp
adjustable heater for BioMaster
Thermo – it can also be retrofitted

Practical
Vent button for effective water
intake – for a fast and easy start
up when installing and after
cleaning

Well regulated
Flow control on the filter
or with adapter set

Safe
Shut-off automation and safety
locking mechanism prevents
undesired water escaping, e.g.
when removing the pre-filter
module

Optimal filtration
Fine 45 ppi pre-filter foam
for optimal mechanical
filtration of the coarse debris
and longer service life of the
biological media
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Large filter volume
The combination of mechanical
and highly-effective biological
filtration through Hel-X ensures
healthy and clear aquarium
water

PRODUCT DETAILS
Large filter volume:

• EasyClean pre-filter chamber for
extremely simplified filter cleaning
and convenience
• Available with or without integrated
HeatUp adjustable heater:
– For undisturbed views of the underwater world without visible technology
– Optimal temperature level
– More safety
• Perfect water quality thanks to high
filter volume consisting of Hel-X
and filter foams

Complete set for a quick start:
Including filter media, hoses, adapter, intake and outflow tube, as well
as water diffuser

BIOMASTER
BIOMASTER THERMO
Technical data

Model
Suitable for aquariums to max.
Dimensions (L x W x H)

250

350

600

250 l

350 l

600 l

Power consumption – heater

250 l

18 W

22 W

–

–

–

Max. head height

15 W

18 W

22 W

150 W

200 W

300 W

4,3 kg

4,7 kg

5,3 kg

1,5 m
4,1 kg

4,5 kg

5 kg

Guarantee*G (+request guarantee)
Guarantee
Max. flow rate

600 l

230 V, 50 Hz
15 W

Power cable length
Net weight

350 l

240 x 240 x 370 mm 240 x 240 x 425 mm 240 x 240 x 480 mm 240 x 240 x 370 mm 240 x 240 x 425 mm 240 x 240 x 480 mm

Rated voltage
Power consumption

Thermo 250 Thermo 350 Thermo 600

3+1 years
900 l / h

1100 l / h

1250 l / h

900 l / h

1100 l / h

1250 l / h

1,3 m

1,4 m

1,8 m

1,3 m

1,4 m

1,8 m

4,4 l

5,6 l

6,8 l

0,4 l

0,5 l

0,6 l

Connection for hose

1x4m

Connection for hoses ø

17 mm

Filter volume

4,4 l

5,6 l

6,8 l

Pre-filter volume

0,4 l

0,5 l

0,6 l

Suitable for fresh water

Yes

Suitable for saltwater

Yes

PU

1

Item number (GB-Version)

42741

42742

42743

42745

42746

42747

Item number

42733

42734

42735

42737

42738

42739

* on page 56

EXTERNAL FILTERS

Three key product
advantages

AQUARIUM FILTERS

Extras

The optimally matched combination
of mechanical and highly-effective
biological filtration through Hel-X, as
well as mechanical-biological cleaning ensures healthy and clear aquarium water

Replacement filter foams
and replacement filter media
Aquarium filters

Tip!

Only regular replacement of the filter foams (depending on fish population) assures the continuous capacity of your filter system.

BioCompact
45099

Filter Foam Set
BioCompact 25

45263

Foam BioPlus
20 ppi blue

45100

Filter Foam Set
BioCompact 50

45264

Filter Fleece Set BioPlus

45101

Carbon filter media

46656

Filter foam BioPlus
30 ppi

FiltoSmart
45102

Filter Foam Set
FiltoSmart 60

45104

Filter Foam Set
FiltoSmart 100

45105

Filter Foam Set
FiltoSmart 200

45106

Filter Foam Set
FiltoSmart 300

45103

Ceramic filter media

45101
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BioPlus

BioMaster
46481

Prefilter Foam Set 4
BioMaster 30 ppi

45265

Prefilter Foam Set 4
BioMaster 45 ppi

45266

Prefilter Foam Set 4
BioMaster 60 ppi

46482

Prefilter Foam Set 6
BioMaster 30 ppi

45267

Prefilter Foam Set 6
BioMaster 45 ppi

45268

Prefilter Foam Set 6
BioMaster 60 ppi

45269

Foam BioMaster
20 ppi blue

45270

Foam BioMaster
30 ppi orange

45271

Hel-X 13 BioMedia
800 ml

Carbon filter media

Guide – aquarium filters

Hard-working cleaning force in the aquarium

Aquarium filters

A functioning filter is not only crucial for the water quality of the aquarium, it also ensures the survival of the
inhabitants: In conjunction with a partial water change, it keeps the aquarium’s eco system in balance, generates
flow, absorbs substances that cause turbidity and enriches the water with oxygen. The waste from the aquarium
inhabitants are decomposed to harmless compounds by the bacteria that settle in the filter substrate.
The basis for the selection of an aquarium filter is the size of the aquarium first, measured by the water quantity.
As a general rule: It is better to select a filter system that is over-sized than a filter system that is too small. Your
authorised dealer will provide you with worthwhile tips based on the technical information and will help you
make the right choice. Because the filter must run day and night, in addition, excellent quality and a quiet running
device are particularly important.

Tip!

Firstly, do not directly replace a filter; a new filter should run in parallel with the old filter for at
least 2 – 3 weeks. The reason for this is that in the new filter, the filter biology of bacteria and
other microorganisms that are responsible for decomposing ammonia and nitrite must first be built up – during
this period of time, the harmful chemicals will accumulate and endanger the life forms in the aquarium.

Cleaning the water in the aquarium filter is executed in different stages.
 M
 echanical: Removal of suspended substances and coarser debris particles, such as fish food remnants, parts of plants and
excrement.
Biological: Bacteria and micro-organisms that have settled in the filter feed on organic substances and transform these organic
substances or completely remove them from the cycle.

Internal filters

External filters

An internal filter is placed inside of the tank and is particularly
suited for very small aquariums up to 200 litres, if space is not
available outside of the tank, or to serve as an additional filter. One
advantage is that there are no visible hose connections to disturb
the overall appearance, if a channel for hoses is not available.

External filters are placed outside of the tank. The filter usually
works with different filter media in different layers. It is suitable for
tanks from 54 litres and has the crucial advantages that it is easily
accessible from the outside. Naturally, this is a visually elegant
solution, because the external filters can be effectively concealed
in a cabinet, for example. External filters are impressive with high
filtering capacity and a long service life.

Tip!

A new aquarium should be “run-in” for 2 – 3 weeks before the fish are placed in it. Likewise,
it is important to only increase the fish stock slowly, so that the cycle becomes well established.
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Pumps

Always in motion: Optimal water circulation and
displacement with the OptiMax aquarium pumps
Healthy animals and plants are essential for every aquarium and they offer the best prerequisite for full enjoyment of the small biotope. Good water quality with constant water movement ensures that your small biotope
remains lastingly healthy and attractive.
The OptiMax range of pumps satisfy all requirements imposed on modern aquarium pumps: They are perfect
for optimal water circulation and displacement in aquariums. It’s impressive with the special compact sizes for
optimal and virtually invisible placement. Quiet operation uniformly protects animals and human beings, and
low energy consumption continuously saves electricity, and thus real money. The OptiMax aquarium pumps
are robust and have a long service life; all of them have an individually adjustable water flow rate.
The OxyMax aerator pumps ensure optimal oxygen supply for the aquarium inhabitants and plants: There is
an adjustable air delivery rate, whilst the bubbling pattern can also be adjusted and they are also pleasantly
quiet in operation – and they offer these advantages as a complete set that is immediately ready for use.
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Pumps

Aquarium pumps
OptiMax
starting on page 31

Air pumps
OxyMax
starting on page 34
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Pumps

Our pump product line – overview:
OptiMax
300 and 500

OptiMax
800 to 5000

Small and compact:

Flexible powerhouses:

•	
Water displacement for
underwater use

• Water displacement for underwater use or dry installation
• For fresh water and salt water aquariums

•	For fresh water and salt
water aquariums

OptiMax
Model
Max. flow rate
Max. head height

300

500

800

1000

2000

3000

4000

5000

300 l / h

500 l / h

800 l / h

1000 l / h

2000 l / h

2800 l / h

4400 l / h

5000 l / h

0,6 m

0,8 m

1m

1,3 m

2,4 m

7W

12 W

31,5 W

Power consumption

5W

OxyMax 100 / 200/400
For oxygen enhancement:
• For the supplemental oxygen supply for fish and plants
•	Ideal for support of the filter because the small
microorganisms in the filter foams also profit from
the additional oxygen
• Available in 3 sizes with 100, 200 or 400 l/h

30

3m
55 W

80 W

82 W

Small powerhouse

OptiMax 300 and 500 – aquarium pumps
Easy to regulate

Extras

The water flow rate can be
easily adjusted

Three key product
advantages

Implementation site

Pumps

• Adjustable water flow

Can be implemented inside the
aquarium and only underwater

• Space-saving size

Aquarium pumps

• Energy-efficient

Efficient
Pumps water with
high efficiency

Effectively on the move

Compact design

Ideal for efficient water
circulation or for operating
an aquarium filter

Practical

The OptiMax 300 and 500
are particularly easy to conceal

Two suction holders
for local fastening

OptiMax

Technical data

Model

300

Dimensions (L x W x H)

55 x 42 x 60 mm

Rated voltage

230 V / 50 Hz

Power consumption

5W

Power cable length

1,5 m

Net weight

0,13 kg

Guarantee*G
Max. flow rate
Max. head height

500

3 years
300 l / h

500 l /h

0,6 m

0,8 m

Pressure-side connection

13 mm

Suction-side connection

13 mm

Suitable for fresh water

Yes

Suitable for saltwater

Yes

Setup type

Underwater installation only

PU

2

Item number (GB-Version)

42670

42671

Item number

42653

42654

* on page 56
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POWERFUL ABOVE WATER
AND UNDERWATER

OptiMax 800 to 5000 – aquarium pumps

Top energy balance
Low power consumption with
high pump performance

Multi-functional
Ideal for efficient water
circulation or for operating
an aquarium filter

Adjustable
The water flow rate can be
easily and variably adjusted

Reliable
Extremely powerful
and reliable in continuous use

Tough
Practical
4 suction holders for fastening

Quiet and robust

Product details
Robust and smooth

Extras

Thanks to the optimised rotor
design, the pump runs extremely
smooth and has a long life span.

Three key product
advantages
Pumps

• Adjustable water flow
• Extremely powerful and reliable
Flexible applications

• Suitable submersed or dry-installed
Aquarium pumps

Suitable for fresh water
and marine water

OptiMax

Technical data

Model
Dimensions (L x W x H)

800

1000

2000

78 x 52 x 88 mm

12 W

31,5 W

55 W

80 W

82 W

4400 l /h

5000 l /h

1,5 m

Net weight

0,3 kg

1,2 kg

Guarantee*G
Max. head height

5000

230 V / 50 Hz
7W

Power cable length

Max. flow rate

4000

140 x 135 x 94 mm

Rated voltage
Power consumption

3000

3 years
800 l /h

1000 l /h

2000 l /h

1m

1,3 m

2,4 m

Pressure-side connection

2800 l /h

3m
17 mm

Pressure-side connection

–

G 1“

Suction-side connection

17 mm

Suction-side connection

–

G 1“

Suitable for fresh water

Yes

Suitable for saltwater

Yes

Setup type

Can be setup underwater & dry installed

PU

2

1

Item number (GB-Version)

42672

42673

42674

42675

42676

42677

Item number

42655

42656

42657

42658

42659

42660

* on page 56
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Oxygen for aquarium
inhabitants and plants
OxyMax 100 to 400 – aerator pumps
Flexible installation

Extras

Standing or suspended

Three key product
advantages

Reliable

Air pumps

Pumps

Permanent oxygen supply

• Adjustable air flow

Adjustable

• Quiet and robust

Air output rate can be easily
adjusted

• Complete set – immediately ready
for use

Individual
The bubbling pattern can be
adjusted on the air diffuser

Quiet operation
Pleasantly quiet noise level

Complete set for fast connection
Including hose and air stones

OxyMax

Technical data

Model

100

Dimensions (L x W x H)

230 V, 50 Hz
3,5 W

1,6 m

Net weight

0,6 kg

Guarantee*G

4W

3 years
100 l / h

Pressure
Connection for hose

200 l / h

360 l / h

200 mbar
1x2m

Connection for hoses ø

2x2m

2x2m

4 x 6 mm

Protection class

IP X4

Suitable for fresh water

Yes

Suitable for saltwater

Yes

PU
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3,5 W

Power cable length

Max. flow rate

400

150 x 90 x 70 mm

Rated voltage
Power consumption

200

3

Item number (GB-Version)

41851

41852

41853

Item number

41848

41849

41850

* on page 56
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Pumps

Accessories

What else do animals and plants need to be happy?
1. UVC clarifiers ensure clear, bacteria-free aquarium water through UVC radiation – ideal for preventing diseases that can affect aquarium inhabitants. However, use of a ClearTronic UVC clarifier is also worthwhile for
cosmetic reasons: Algae and cloudiness are effectively eliminated and thus ensure a clear view of the wonderful
water world.
2. Aquarium heaters ensure uniform water temperature so that the inhabitants of the aquarium always
feel good and enjoy optimum health. But even demanding plants do better with the floor heating cable,
HeatUp Basis, because roots are optimally supplied with nutrients.
3. Automatic feeders ensure regular supply of fish food for aquarium inhabitants, even when you are not at
home: The Fish Guard automatic feeder supplies your fish with up to 12 feed charges daily and in addition,
it protects the fish food from moisture.
4. Changing water made easy: One of the often bothersome duties of an aquarium owner is changing water –
with the Aqua In-Out Set from OASE, it’s only half as bad. Hauling buckets is no longer necessary, the powerful
pump pumps the waste water directly into the drain via a 10 meter hose, and pumps fresh water in.
5. Cleaning accessories: Getting your hands dirty is what cleaning and care mean for most aquarium owners:
The aquarium plants need to be trimmed, the glass needs to be cleaned, and the hoses must be maintained.
OASE has the right accessories for all the small tasks associated with the underwater world.
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Accessories

UVC clarifiers

Adjustable heater

Floor heater cable

ClearTronic
starting on page 38

HeatUp
starting on page 40

HeatUp Basis
starting on page 41

Thermostat
HeatControl
starting on page 42

Automatic feeder Water changing
system
FishGuard
page 46

Aqua In-Out Set
page 47

Accessories
Magnetic glass cleaner
starting on page 48
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No chance for bacteria, germs and 		
substances that cause cloudiness
ClearTronic – UVC clarifiers
Highly effective

Extras

Accessories

Eliminates harmful bacteria and
germs – certain, useful cleaning
bacteria are not affected

Three key product
advantages

Clean water

UVC clarifiers

Safe

• Clear, bacteria-free aquarium water
through UV irradiation
• Space-saving and easy to conceal
• Safe, tested and top workmanship
�����������������������������

Eliminates cloudiness caused
by algae and bacteria

100 % VDE-tested safe
against eye injury

Accessories
57111 Replacement bulb UVC 7 W
54984 Replacement bulb UVC 9 W
56112 Replacement bulb UVC 11 W

High-quality
High quality workmanship with
impact resistant plastic housing

Space-saving

Including

Uncomplicated

High-quality UVC bulb and extensive
range of connection accessories

Quick-release for easy
bulb change and cleaning
of the quartz glass

Easy to store in the
cabinet thanks to minimal
product dimensions and
integrated ballast

ClearTronic
Technical data

Model
Suitable for aquariums to max.

7W
250 l

Dimensions (L x W x H)

11 W

400 l

600 l

330 x 120 x 100 mm

Rated voltage

230V, 50 Hz

Power consumption

11 W

UVC power

7W

Power cable length

12 W

14 W

9W

11 W

1,5 m

Net weight

1,3 kg

Guarantee*G

2 years

Protection class

IP 24

Hose length

17 mm

Max. operating pressure

0,5 bar

Water temperature

35°C

Suitable for fresh water

Yes

Suitable for saltwater

Yes

PU
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9W

1

Item number (GB-Version)

44247

44248

44249

Item number

43177

43178

43179

* on page 56
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UVC clarifiers

Accessories

Reliably warm

HeatUp 25 to 300 – adjustable heater
Precise

Extras

Accessories

Patented* control system enables precise readjustment of the
temperature (+ / – 3 °C)

Three key product
advantages

Sensitive

• Uniform temperature level

Uniform temperature level thanks
to patented bi-metal technology

• Ideal for continuous use thanks to
high quality workmanship

Adjustable heater

• Patented* control system

Underwater
Perfect for
submerged use

Function check
The heating function is displayed
via the activated control light

Robust
High-quality workmanship
for continuous operation

Easy installation
Including holder

HeatUp

Technical data

Model
Dimensions (Ø x H)

25

50

23 x 205 mm

75

100

23 x 243 mm

Rated voltage
Power consumption

200

23 x 315 mm

250

300

23 x 370 mm

230 V / 50 Hz
25 W

50 W

75 W

100 W

Power cable length

150 W

200 W

250 W

300 W

1,5 m

Net weight

0,18 kg

0,2 kg

0,22 kg

Guarantee**G

0,25 kg

3 years

Suitable for fresh water

Yes

Suitable for saltwater

Yes

PU
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150

2

Item number (GB-Version)

45446

42724

42725

42726

42727

42728

42729

42730

Item number

42698

42699

42701

42703

42705

42708

42712

42713

*Patent granted in Germany, France, Great Britain, Italy and USA.

** on page 56

For demanding
aquarium plants

HeatUp Basis – floor heater cable
12 V technology and
high-quality silicone
cable

Well supplied

Extras

Plant roots are optimally
supplied with nutrients through
natural water circulation

Three key product
advantages

Accessories

Safe

• Promotes the natural circulation
of the water in the floor

Floor heater cable

• Supports nutrient supply to
the plant roots for better growth
• Safe 12 V technology

Full flexibility
Total cable length of
3.6 meters, including
1 m cold cable

Plug’n’Play
Easy installation

All inclusive

Versatile

Complete set with 12 V power
supply unit, suction cups and
fastening clips

Optional

Ideal for demanding aquariums,
terrariums and paludariums

HeatControl with automatic temperature control
(see p. 42)

HeatUp Basis
Technical data

Modell

10

Total cable length

1m

Rated voltage (primary, secondary)

230 V / 50 Hz , 12 V / AC
10 W

Guarantee*G

15 W

Yes

Suitable for saltwater

No

Net weight

0,7 kg

PU

1

Item number (GB-Version)

* on page 56

20 W

3 years

Suitable for fresh water

Item number

20

3,6 m

Cable length – cold

Power consumption

15

Not available in GB
42715

42716

42718
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Full control: The ideal temperature
HeatControl – electronic thermostat
Precise

Extras

Thermostat

Accessories

External thermometer
for maintaining the ideal
temperature

Three key product
advantages

Easily visible

• Precise temperature control for
aquariums and terrariums

The large LED display shows
the temperature in a manner
that is easy to read

• Ideal for controlling the HeatUp
Basis floor heater cable
• Easy control via LED display

Constant
The 2 m temperature sensor enables
a precise and constant measurement

Versatile

Flexible
Can be mounted on the
top or on the side

Connection to any heating element up to 600 W
is possible – e.g. with HeatUp or HeatUp Basis

HeatControl
Technical data

Model
Dimensions (L x W x H)
Rated voltage

230 V, 50 Hz

Power consumption, max.

5W

Power cable length

2m

Guarantee*G
Temperature range
Cable length – temperature sensor
Net weight
PU
Item number (GB-Version)
Item number

42

72 x 50 x 97 mm

3 years
4°C – 35°C
2m
0,45 kg
1
Not available in GB
42723

* on page 56

Accessories
Aquarium heating system

Guide –
Aquarium heating system
For the aquarium inhabitants with a uniform water temperature that is appropriate for the species, and most
importantly constant – the fewer fluctuations they must endure, the better; temperature fluctuations mean
stress: If the water temperature increases, the metabolic activity of the fish also increases considerably. Also the
oxygen content of the water is temperature-dependent – the warmer the water, the less oxygen it can absorb.
And thus a dangerous cycle occurs: With increasing temperatures, the metabolism of the inhabitants increases,
however, the oxygen content of the water decreases – thus a life-threatening situation quickly arises for aquarium inhabitants. Most ornamental fish require a water temperature of approximately 25 degrees Celsius to be
healthy and fit. In this area, always consult with your authorised dealer concerning the optimal living conditions.
Adjustable heaters are a good solution for reliably compensating temperature fluctuations. In addition,
bottom heaters are ideal for demanding aquatic plants. A reliable thermometer and regular temperature checks
are important for ensuring a healthy and constant living environment for the aquarium inhabitants.
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Accessories
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Accessories

Optimally supplied, around the clock
FishGuard – automatic feeder
Uncomplicated

Extras

Accessories

Programming is particularly
easy thanks to the clearly
organised LCD display

Three key product
advantages
• Up to 12 loads of fish food daily
• Safe power supply

Automatic feeder

Programmable

• Ideally protected against humidity

��������������������

Up to 4 x daily with a maximum of 3 doses per
feed – up to 12 fish food
feeds daily, which makes it
ideal for large aquariums
with a large amount of fish

Accessories
45052 Power supply FishGuard
(Not available in GB)
45053 Bracket FishGuard

Practical
Optional holder for fastening on the
side of the aquarium for open aquariums or terrariums

Flexible implementation
Suitable for fresh water and salt
water, as well as terrariums

Reliable
Safe battery operation – power
supply unit available as accessory:
changeover to battery operation
if there is a power outage

Optimally protected
Well designed mechanism protects
the feed from moisture

FishGuard

Technical data

Model
Dimensions (L x W x H)
Battery (not included in the scope of delivery)

4 x 1,5 V AA

Guarantee*G

3 years

Net weight

0,2 kg

Fish food capacity

125 cm3

Suitable for fresh water

Yes

Suitable for saltwater

Yes

PU
Item number (GB-Version)
Item number
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115 x 78 x 93 mm

2
–
42720

* on page 56

Water change? No problem!

Aqua In-Out Set – water changing system

Suitable for fresh water and
marine water

Extras
Three key product
advantages

Including
Reliable, efficient pump moves old
water out of the aquarium, and moves
fresh water into the aquarium

Accessories

Flexible applications

• F ast and uncomplicated
water change
• Flexible and safe

Water changing system

• Complete set with pump and hose

Safe
Intake guard with adjustable opening protects the
animals from injury

Practical
Change the water without
bothersome hauling of a bucket

Complete
Includes 10 m hose and
hose fastening

Simple
Fast, easy and uncomplicated
water change for better water quality

Aqua In-Out Set
Technical data

Model
Dimensions (L x W x H)
Rated voltage
Power consumption
Power cable length

800
78 x 52 x 88 mm
230 V, 50 Hz
7W
1,5 m

Net weight

1,4 kg

Guarantee*G

3 years

Max. flow rate

800 l / h

Max. head height

1m

Connection for hose

1 x 10 m

Connection for hoses ø
Hose length
Setup type

17 mm
10 m
Can be setup underwater & dry installed

Suitable for fresh water

Yes

Suitable for saltwater

Yes

PU
Item number (GB-Version)
Item number

* on page 56

1
Not available in GB
42722
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Cleaning accessories
and other accessories
Magnetic aquarium glass cleaner

Cleaning accessories

Accessories

– Floating magnetic glass cleaner: Clean glass without “wet” hands
– Easily and effectively removes algae with a handy shape
– Suitable for fresh water and salt water
Item no.

Description

Dimensions
(L x W x H)

Net weight

For max. glass
thickness

PU

43954

Magnetic aquarium glass
cleaner 5 mm

58 x 52 x 35 mm

0.08 kg

5 mm

4

43955

Magnetic aquarium glass
cleaner 10 mm

96 x 55 x 37 mm

0.161 kg

10 mm

2

Aquarium glass cleaner
– Easy algae removal without any scratches
– Ergonomic form
– Suitable for fresh water and salt water. After use in salt water, rinse off thoroughly with fresh water
Item no.

Description

Dimensions
(L x W)

Net weight

PU

43956

Aquarium Glass Cleaner

290 x 75 mm

0.15 kg

4

Item no.

Description

Set consisting of

PU

44712

Replacement Head Set
Aquarium Glass Cleaner

2 x replacement blade
1 x replacement scraper

4

Digital thermometer
– Can be bonded on the aquarium from the outside
– High measuring accuracy and easy to read
– Includes battery

48

Item no.

Description

43957

Digital thermometer

Dimensions
(L x W x H)
60 x 18 x 48 mm

Net weight

PU

0.03 kg

6

Fish nets

Description

43958

Fish net
8 cm

43959

Dimensions
net (L x W)

Handle length (L)

Net weight

Mesh width

PU

80 x 65 mm

210 mm

0.036 kg

0.9 mm

6

Fish net
10 cm

105 x 90 mm

240 mm

0.044 kg

0.9 mm

6

43960

Fish net
15 cm

160 x 130 mm

320 mm

0.074 kg

0.9 mm

6

43961

Fish net
20 cm

210 x 160 mm

330 mm

0.086 kg

0.9 mm

6

Cleaning accessories

Item no.

Accessories

– Wide-mesh, robust aquarium nets
– Black material makes it easier to catch fish
– Suitable for fresh water and salt water. After use in salt water, rinse off thoroughly with fresh water

Plant tweezers and plant scissors
– Plant tools for plant care in the aquarium
– Suitable for fresh water

Item no.

Description

Dimensions (L)

Net weight

PU

43962

Plant tweezers

270 mm

0.045 kg

2

43963

Plant scissors

250 mm

0.078 kg

2

Spiral brush
– Suitable for hoses with an inner diameter from 9 mm to maximum 25 mm
– After use in salt water, rinse off thoroughly with fresh water

Item no.

Description

Dimensions brush Dimensions
(Lxø)
spiral (L)

Net weight

PU

43964

Spiral brush

50 x 30 mm

0.054 kg

6

1500 mm
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Accessories
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Accessories
Zubehör

Further information

Further information
at a glance
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Further information
On the following pages, please find useful additional information:
• Find out more about our guarantee and our extension guarantee.
• Our detailed pump diagrams for help choosing the ideal product.
•	For a quick orientation, you can find our icons at a glance which we use on our packaging, as well as a product
list in alphabetical order.
•	Further useful and information and news on our products and activities regarding OASE Indoor Aquatics,
please check www.oase-livingwater.com
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Further information

Pump performance curves
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1000

2000

3000

4000

5000

6000

Dimensions (L x W x H)

Cable length – cold

Dimensions (Ø x H)

Power consumption

Pressure-side connection/
Suction-side connection

Power consumption – heater

Connection for hose
(quanity/length)

Max. flow rate

Connection for hoses Ø

Max. operating pressure

Setup type

Max. head height

Battery

Rate voltage

Illumination

Net weight

Filter volume

Protection class

Fish food capacity

Power cable length

Guarantee

Temperature range

Suitable for aquariums to max.

Euro

Suitable for saltwater

UVC power

Suitable for fresh water

Pre-filter volume

Glass thickness

Water temperature

Further information

Pictograms / Icons

Packaging unit (PU)
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Guarantee
Guarantee

OASE GmbH offers a manufacturer’s guarantee under the conditions specified below; the respective duration of the manufacturer’s guarantee is marked based on
the product. The guarantee period is also provided in text form with the product. The term of the respective guarantee period starts with the first-time purchase of
the new product from the authorised OASE dealer. If the product is resold, the guarantee period does not start over again. The guarantee period is neither extended
nor restarted through guarantee performances, nor do legal warranty claims arise on guarantee performances. If the guarantee is not expressly specified, then
OASE provides a guarantee in the scope cited below: The prerequisite for claiming any guarantee from OASE, including the extension guarantee, is that the customer must have properly and exclusively installed original OASE spare parts when replacing parts, or for a repair or for any kind of improvement. If products from
third-party manufacturers are installed, any OASE guarantee is rendered null and void.

Further information

At our discretion we provide a guarantee through free-of-charge repair or free-of-charge delivery of original spare parts, or of an equivalent replacement device. If
the type in question should no longer be manufactured, we reserve the right, at our discretion, to deliver a replacement device from our product range that most
nearly approaches the type that was the object of the complaint. Reimbursement of expenses for removal and installation, checking, claims for lost profit and compensation for damage, as well as reverse transaction claims are not included in the guarantee, likewise more extensive claims for compensation of losses, regardless
of the type, that have been caused by the device and its use, are not included in the guarantee. The guarantee only applies for the country in which the devices were
purchased from an authorised OASE dealer.
According to these conditions German law with exclusion of the United Nations Convention on Contracts for the International Sale of Goods (CISG), applies for this
guarantee. The legal rights of the purchaser, in particular arising from the warranty are not affected by this guarantee. Defects or damage due to faulty installation
or operating error, as well as insufficient care or the use of unsuitable cleaning agents or neglected maintenance, non-intended use, damage, impact, the effects
of freezing temperatures, etc., cutting of the plug, shortening the cable, limescale deposits or improper repair attempts, are not covered by the guarantee. In this
respect, relative to the intended use, we refer to the operating instructions; compliance with the operating instructions is the basic prerequisite for any claim arising
from the guarantee. Wear parts, e.g. bulbs, etc. are expressly not a component of the guarantee; wear parts are specified in the operating instructions of the products. If there is a guarantee claim, please contact the OASE dealer, who sold the product to you. If this possibility does not exist, you can assert claims arising from
the guarantee relative to OASE GmbH, Tecklenburger Str. 161, 48477 Hörstel, Germany, by sending to us the product that is the object of the complaint, carriage
paid, and at your transport risk, with a copy of the original purchase receipt of the authorised OASE dealer, the original guarantee certificate, as well as written
specification of the fault that is the object of the complaint.
A directory of authorized OASE dealers is provided at: www.oase-livingwater.com

Extension guarantee

Extended OASE guarantee on request

As the manufacturer, we extend the legal warranty period of 2 years relative to your OASE dealer, if there are special customer requirements, and in specially
advertised cases by an additional year guarantee period (extension guarantee: 2 years basic guarantee + 1 year request guarantee), and in other, likewise
specially designated, cases by an additional 2 years guarantee period (extension guarantee: 3 years basic guarantee + 2 years request guarantee). The term of
the guarantee period starts with the end of the legal guarantee period that commenced with the initial purchase from an OASE dealer. Therefore in the event of
resale the guarantee period does not begin at a later point in time, nor does it start over again. The guarantee period is neither extended nor restarted through
guarantee performances. At OASE’s discretion the guarantee performance extends to repair of defective part or replacement delivery of a comparable/equivalent
value product with exclusion of more extensive claims. The legal rights of the purchaser arising from the warranty continue in effect and are not limited by these
guarantees. The guarantor is OASE GmbH in Hörstel. The respective extension of the guarantee for 1 additional year and/or also for 2 additional years can only be
acquired within the legal warranty period of 2 years, either through online registration or via Hotline in compliance with the information required for the registration or on the Hotline:
http://www.oase-livingwater.com/en/indoor-aquatics/extended-guaranteeOASE
Hotline +44 (0) 1256 896886 (at the respective rate for the English landline network).
By registering, the customer declares that he agrees that OASE may confidentially save personal information provided by the customer, in accordance with the
Data Protection Act 1998 and that OASE may use this information for the purpose of administration, statistical analysis, and marketing. Disclosure of the data to
third parties is excluded, with the exception of disclosure to service providers for OASE’s own advertising requirements and for fulfillment of the guarantee. The
customer can revoke his consent at any time by sending his written revocation to the address cited below. After receipt of the revocation OASE will no longer use
the data concerned for purposes other than for the processing of the guarantee.
OASE (UK) LTD, The Old Cart Shed, Apsley Barns, Andover, Hampshire, SP11 6NA
E-Mail: enquiries@oase-livingwater.com
Internet: http://www.oase-livingwater.com
If there is a guarantee claim OASE shall at its discretion – as is the case with the warranty in accordance with the General Terms and
Conditions provide replacement.
Data protection
We use your personal data insofar as this data is necessary for execution and processing of the contract. Moreover, we would like to inform you of new products,
through regular mail, email, telephone and fax. In this regard, at the appropriate point we will request your express consent, if this is required. You can notify us at
any time if you no longer desire such information concerning new products by contacting us our Hotline +44 (0) 1256 896886.
If you purchase goods from us, in the future we will send you information emails for similar goods. Even if consent is not required, you can however demand from
us that you can no longer receive such information Emails To do this, please contact info@oase-livingwater.com.
Otherwise, see our Data Privacy Policy at www.oase-livingwater.com/privacy-policy
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42722

Not available
in GB

Aqua In-Out Set 800

47

42712

42729

HeatUp 250

40

43956

–

Aquarium glass cleaner

48

42713

42730

HeatUp 300

40

42661

42678

BioCompact 25

17

42699

42724

HeatUp 50

40

42662

42679

BioCompact 50

17

42701

42725

HeatUp 75

40

42733

42741

BioMaster 250

25

42715

HeatUp Basis 10 W

41

42734

42742

BioMaster 350

25

42716

HeatUp Basis 15 W

41

42735

42743

BioMaster 600

25

42718

Not available
in GB
Not available
in GB
Not available
in GB

HeatUp Basis 20 W

41

42737

42745

BioMaster Thermo 250

25

45271

–

Hel-X 13 Biomedia 1 l

26

42738

42746

BioMaster Thermo 350

25

45431

45440

HighLine 200 anthracite

11

42739

42747

BioMaster Thermo 600

25

45434

45443

HighLine 200 oak

11

42234

42240

BioPlus 100

19

45428

45437

HighLine 200 white

11

42235

42241

BioPlus 200

19

45432

45441

HighLine 300 anthracite

11

42233

42239

BioPlus 50

19

45435

45444

HighLine 300 oak

11

42237

42243

BioPlus Thermo 100

19

45429

45438

HighLine 300 white

11

42238

42244

BioPlus Thermo 200

19

45433

45442

HighLine 400 anthracite

11

42236

42242

BioPlus Thermo 50

19

45436

45445

HighLine 400 oak

11

45051

–

Bracket FiltoSmart 60

21

45430

45439

HighLine 400 white

11

45053

–

Bracket FishGuard

46

45045

–

HighLine drawer element

12

45101

–

Carbon filter media

26

45046

–

HighLine 200 shelf

12

45103

–

Ceramic filter media

26

46198

–

HighLine 300 shelf

12

43179

44249

ClearTronic 11 W

38

46199

–

HighLine 400 shelf

12

43177

44247

ClearTronic 7 W

38

43955

–

Magnetic glass cleaner 10 mm

48

43178

44248

ClearTronic 9 W

38

43954

–

Magnetic glass cleaner 5 mm

48

43957

–

Digital thermometer

48

42656

42673

OptiMax 1000

33

45264

–

Filter fleece set BioPlus white

26

42657

42674

OptiMax 2000

33

45099

–

Filter foam set BioCompact 25

26

42653

42670

OptiMax 300

31

45100

–

Filter foam set BioCompact 50

26

42658

42675

OptiMax 3000

33

45104

–

Filter foam set FiltoSmart 100

26

42659

42676

OptiMax 4000

33

45105

–

Filter foam set FiltoSmart 200

26

42654

42671

OptiMax 500

31

45106

–

Filter foam set FiltoSmart 300

26

42660

42677

OptiMax 5000

33

45102

–

Filter foam set FiltoSmart 60

26

42655

42672

OptiMax 800

33

42664

42681

FiltoSmart 100

23

41848

41851

OxyMax 100

34

42665

42682

FiltoSmart 200

23

41849

41852

OxyMax 200

34

42666

42683

FiltoSmart 300

23

41850

41853

OxyMax 400

34

42663

42680

FiltoSmart 60

23

43963

–

Plant scissors

49

42667

42684

FiltoSmart Thermo 100

23

43962

–

Plant tweezers

49

42668

42695

FiltoSmart Thermo 200

23

45052

–

Power supply FishGuard

46

42669

42697

FiltoSmart Thermo 300

23

46481

–

Prefilterfoam set 4 BioMaster 30ppi

26

43958

–

Fish net 8 cm

49

45265

–

Prefilterfoam set 4 BioMaster 45ppi

26

43959

–

Fish net 10 cm

49

45266

–

Prefilterfoam set 4 BioMaster 60ppi

26

43960

–

Fish net 15 cm

49

46482

–

Prefilterfoam set 6 BioMaster 30ppi

26

43961

–

Fish net 20 cm

49

45267

–

Prefilterfoam set 6 BioMaster 45ppi

26

42720

–

FishGuard

46

45268

–

Prefilterfoam set 6 BioMaster 60ppi

26

45269

–

Foam BioMaster 20ppi blue

26

44712

–

Repl. head set aquarium glass cleaner

48

45270

–

Foam BioMaster 30ppi orange

26

56112

–

Replacement bulb UVC 11 W

38

45263

–

Foam BioPlus 20ppi blue

26

57111

–

Replacement bulb UVC 7 W

38

46656

–

Filter foam BioPlus 30 ppi

26

54984

–

Replacement bulb UVC 9 W

38

42723

Not available
in GB

HeatControl

42

43964

–

Spiral brush

49

42703

42726

HeatUp 100

40

45047

–

ThermoFit FiltoSmart 100

23

42705

42727

HeatUp 150

40

45048

–

ThermoFit FiltoSmart 200

23

42708

42728

HeatUp 200

40

45050

–

ThermoFit FiltoSmart 300

23

42698

45446

HeatUp 25

40
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Further information

OASE GmbH
Post Box 20 69
48469 Hörstel
Germany
+49 5454 80-0
+49 5454 80-9253
info@oase-livingwater.com

OASE (UK) LTD.
The Old Cart Shed
Apsley Barns
Andover
Hampshire SP11 6NA
United Kingdom
+44 1256 8968 86
+44 1256 8964 89
enquiries@oase-livingwater.com

OASE B.V.
Dooren 107
1785 Merchtem
België/Belgique
+31 900 246 22 10
+31 800 023 01 86
info.nl@oase-livingwater.com (NL)

OASE B.V.B.A.
Dooren 107
1785 Merchtem
België/Belgique
+32 52 48 47 60
+32 52 48 47 61
info.be@oase-livingwater.com (B)

OASE S.A.
Avenue de la Marne
Parc du Molinel
Bât F – Rez de Chaussée
59290 WASQUEHAL
France
+33 3 20 82 00 45
+33 3 20 82 99 32
info.fr@oase-livingwater.com

OASE ESPAÑA Casa y Jardín S.L.U.
C/Polea 1
28522 Rivas Vaciamadrid
Madrid
Spain
+34 91 499 07 29
+34 91 666 56 87
info.es@oase-livingwater.com

OASE Kereskedelmi Kft
Buda Center
Budapest I
Hegyalja út 7-13
1016 Budapest
Hungary
+36 1 393 50 40
+36 1 393 50 41
info.hu@oase-livingwater.com

OASE Spólka z o.o.
Al. Jerozolimskie 200 lok. 538
02-486 Warsaw
Poland
+48 2 23 23 71 13
+48 2 23 23 71 15
info.pl@oase-livingwater.com

Barbaros Mh.Ihlamur (Hasat sk) No:3
Uphill Towers B Blok D:55
34746 Atasehir / Istanbul
+90 216 688 14 60
+90 216 688 14 57
info.tr@oase-livingwater.com

OASE Asia Pacific PTE Ltd.
7030 Ang Mo Kio Ave 5
#08-69
Northstar@Ang Mo Kio
Singapore 569880
+65 6337 2838
+65 6337 6878
info@oase-livingwater.com.sg

OASE Middle East FZE
Dubai Airport Freezone
East Wing Building 1E Unit 202
P.O. Box 54966
Dubai, U.A.E
+971 4 2994847
+971 4 2994840
uae@oase-livingwater.com.sg

OASE China
No. 80 North Dongting Road
Taicang, Jiangsu
China
+86 512 5371 9709
+86 512 5371 9555
weibo@oase-livingwater.cn

OASE North America, Inc.
721 N Poplar St
Orange
CA 92868
USA
+1 800 365 3880
+1 800 262 7339
info.na@oase-livingwater.com

OASE Italia Srl
(former
Eden
OASE Italia
SrlSrl)
Via delle Industrie, 16
36050 Cartigliano (VI)
Italy
+39 042 45 90 866
+39 042 48 27 342
info.it@oase-livingwater.com
info@edensrl.com

www.oase-livingwater.com

OASE Türkiye

Discover OASE on:
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